
EUROMEDUC :
a network linked to the evolution of the media…

The media are tools for accessing information, updating knowledge and participation of the
citizens and one has to learn how to use them. The constant evolution of the media calls for
the training to be reviewed constantly, failing which exclusion from the information society is
inevitable. By widening the already constituted network around the European Charter for
Media Literacy (www.euromedialiteracy.eu), and by soliciting experts, trainers and learners,
EUOMEDUC will ensure a mutualisation of information and training tools as well as a
transversal reflection on the issue. Thanks to the exchanges that will be made possible by the
seminars and a communication platform, everyone will have more elements at their disposal
for developing know-how and attitudes required for an appropriate use of the media.

The citizen is no longer simply a media ‘consumer’. Henceforth, he is also an increasingly
central and solicited actor and producer. While he has the technical tools required to produce
information, he does not necessarily use them as an active and responsible citizen. This is
where media education coincides with citizenship education. Producing a media is the perfect
occasion for learning a fundamental element of the common European culture: the freedom of
expression.

EUROMEDUC : … as an extension of the existing initiatives
Previous studies reveal crucial issues that however not many grassroots actors are aware of.
By bringing together the key actors working in the field of media education, EUROMEDUC
intends to create a synergy of thought on the implementation of this education, from primary
school to the lifelong learning structures. The recommendations resulting from our seminars
are aimed at the authorities, the grassroots actors and citizens. The Internet site that will
gradually put together the fruits of this work as and when they are produced will be targeting
these various sections of audience.

EUROMEDUC will be sharing the role played by the European Charter for Media Literacy,
which brings together research organisations, institutions and centres as well as experts with a
common European vision of media literacy. Furthermore, EUROMEDUC will reinforce other
European projects of research and applied research, which are co-funded by the E-learning
and Safer Internet programs and which have produced useful results: Educaunet, EMECE,
Log in the Media, Mediappro, Media-Educ, Allmedia, Mentor, etc. The coherence of these
results must be established with a view to achieve a more efficient lifelong media education.

The objectives of EUROMEDUC

EUROMEDUC intends to promote lifelong media education in Europe.

· By contributing to the development of the competencies required for education and
lifelong learning.
· By making it possible to build citizen attitudes and competencies, particularly in the
perspective of European citizenship.

It is therefore necessary to improve the quality, coherence and relevance of projects and
actions for media education in member states and at the European level.

The objectives
· Set up a structured system of exchange and dissemination of the findings in the domain
of media education. This system will bring together, in a transversal manner, various
actors of this domain: researchers, experts, education officials, representatives of
associations, practitioners and media literacy specialists, both in and outside Europe. The



project will be conducted in close collaboration with the existing European network:
EUROMEDIALITERACY
· Sustain the existing networks by helping in circulating and evaluating the results of
research programs, correct practices and tools developed.
· Help small educational structures developing expertise at the grassroots level to
participate in exchange networks. This will allow a better European integration of these
structures and will make it possible to benefit from their specific potential for innovation.
· Initiate and develop more intensive, structured and transversal exchange and cooperation
practices among all the actors concerned; make it possible for them to have an effective
dialogue and elaborate a media literacy policy that is as close as possible to their specific
needs and constraints.
· Identify obstacles, opportunities and actions to be undertaken; on the basis of this,
produce recommendations with educational, scientific and political implications.
· Ensure that the results of this project are disseminated through transversal publication
(online and off-line).

Media literacy: a major educational challenge

Media literacy: a major educational challenge According to Viviane Reding, Commissioner in
charge of the Information Society and Media: “media literacy is as central to active and full
citizenship as literacy was at the beginning of 19th century”.

Media literacy is one of Europe’s major educational challenges for the 21st century. At the
national as well as the European level, all the indicators demonstrate the urgent need to
structure, elaborate and implement transversally an educational program meant to develop the
citizen’s critical faculty towards a mass communication society. To be genuine actors of
cultural life, democracy and social life, the citizens must develop a greater number of media
skills resulting from formal and informal education with curricular and extracurricular
activities, in compulsory education as well as in lifelong learning.

The online European observatory, (www.euromedialiteracy.eu) has listed the hundreds of
institutions, non-governmental organisations and study centres with an expertise in the
domain. In several EU member states, media literacy is now receiving greater recognition
within the education systems, in particular, with respect to the inclusion of key competencies
in the curriculum. Media literacy is currently on the agenda of the educational policies, and
we know through the European network, that several large-scale legislative initiatives or
projects are being studied by the member states. At the level of the European Commission as
well, the MEDIA programme has initiated a transversal task with a view to produce greater
consistency in the implementation of media literacy.

The main obstacles for a better circulation of knowledge and findings on media education are
related to the fundamentally transversal nature of this domain. Media literacy has an impact
on a great number of school subjects and does not benefit from the structuring particular to
specific disciplinary networks. For it to be developed in the education systems, media literacy
requires a close collaboration between all the actors concerned: teachers, educators, social
workers, parents, researchers and media professionals. Conceptually speaking, it requires a
cross of the models and methods taken from psychology, pedagogy, communication, and
sociology… Furthermore, the extremely rapid evolution of the media (as much from the
technological viewpoint as from the sociological one) requires an incessant adaptation of the
methods and contents of this education.

The European Charter for Media Literacy exists to support the establishment of media
literacy across Europe. By signing the Charter, organisations and individuals endorse a
specific definition of media literacy, and commit to actions that will contribute to its
development. The Charter thus facilitates consensus and networking amongst those working
for media literacy in different countries across Europe. This website holds a database of



Charter signatories, which can be searched by country, media sector and education sector. The
Charter is also available in other languages.

After registering with the site you can sign the Charter online, participate in discussions, and
explore the site resources which comprise links, archive and research listings.
http://www.euromedialiteracy.eu/

...a few links...

TheAdvertising Education Forum (AEF) - is a non-profit, academically neutral
organisation that offers a comprehensive database of information on advertising and children
and related issues.
AEF provides open and free access to academic and scientific research on advertising and
children and serves as a centre for information on the issue.
http://www.aeforum.org/

Advertising Standards Authority for Ireland

http://www.asai.ie/

elearningeuropa.info
elearningeuropa.info - a portal established by the European Commission to promote the use
of multimedia technologies and Internet at the service of education and training.
http://www.elearningeuropa.info/main/index.php?page=home

Cearta.ie - the Irish for rights
http://www.cearta.ie/

Childnet International

http://www.childnet-int.org/

Cinemobile - Ireland's first travelling Cinema
http://www.cinemobile.net/

Commission of Communications Regulation Ireland

http://www.comreg.ie/

Community Media Network Ireland

http://www.cmn.ie/

Consumers Association of Ireland

http://www.consumerassociation.ie/

CRAOL - Community Radio Forum of Ireland

http://www.craol.ie/

Data Protection Commissioner Ireland
http://www.dataprotection.ie/docs/Home/4.htm

Digital Rights Ireland

http://www.digitalrights.ie/

Europa - The European Union Online

http://europa.eu/



European Charter for Media Literacy

http://www.euromedialiteracy.eu/

End Poverty 2015

http://www.endpoverty2015.org/

Filmbase Ireland

http://www.filmbase.ie/

Galway Film Centre

http://www.galwayfilmcentre.ie/

IndyMedia Ireland

http://www.indymedia.ie/

John Labovitz's E-Zine-List

http://www.e-zine-list.com/index.shtml

LabforCulture

http://www.labforculture.org/

MediaDesk Ireland

http://www.iftn.ie/mediadesk/

Media Europa

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/media/index_en.htm

National ConsumerAgency Ireland

http://www.consumerconnect.ie/eng/

National Newspapers of Ireland

http://www.nni.ie/v2/broad/index.php

Outdoor Media Association Ireland

http://www.oma.ie/oma/www/

SOSIG (Social Science Information Gateway)
http://www.intute.ac.uk/socialsciences/


